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ABSTRACT 
A method is described for solving a system of n linear equations in n unknowns 
when the coefficients and constants of the equations are specified as intervals. Here a 
solution is considered to be the supplying of optimal interval bounds for the un- 
knowns. Even for small n, such systems of interval equations can be difficult to solve, 
requiring extensive computation. The method described is a generalization of a linear 
programming method proposed long ago by W. Oettli, and leads to a relatively simple 
solution algorithm applicable to systems of small size. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a system of n linear equations in the variables x1, x2, . . . , x,, , 
allXl + a12x2 + *a* +a,,x, = b,, 
azlxl + az2x2 + *** +aznx, = b,, 
(1) 
anlxl + an2x2 + *** +a,.x, = b,, 
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and suppose that the elements aii and bi are not known exactly, but are 
specified as intervals. Such systems of linear equations have been studied 
since the mid 1960s and some of the earliest published reports are those of 
References [3], [4], [5], [S], and [9]. W e will use as a simple example a system 
mentioned by Hansen [5]: 
[2,3]x, + [O, l]x, = [O, 1201, 
[1,21x, + [2,31x, = [60,240]. (2) 
If fi is a real n X n matrix with each element a^. somewhere within the 
corresponding interval aij, and similarly B^ is a Xal n-vector with each * ,. A 
component bi within bi, then the matrix equation A X = B has a unique 
solution vector X if the matrix A is nonsingular. The vector X defines a 
solution point in n-dimensional Euclidean space, and similarly, the collection * 1 
of vectors X obtained as A and B range over their possibilities defines a 
connected set of solution points in this space. One method of “solving” the 
system of interval equations (1) is to provide an exact finite interval bound for 
each compone;t of X whenever such bounds exist, and otherwise, when 
some matrix A is singular, to then identify the interval matrix A as 
“singular.” The interval bounds for the components xi determine an n-di- 
mensional box, with sides perpendicular to the coordinate axes, within which 
the set of solutions must lie. In general not all points inside this box are 
solution points, but the size of the box cannot be reduced. 
In his book [7], Neumaier analyzes this problem thoroughly, and utilizing 
the many research reports over the years dealing with this problem, identifies 
some types of interval linear equations which are relatively easy to solve, even 
for large values of n. In these cases, the points of the solution set all he 
within a single orthant of n-space. The cases where the solution set ranges 
over more than one orthant are much more difficult, and require more 
complicated methods. As Oettli noted in his important early paper [8], the 
solutions set in each orthant is convex, and these convex parts join together to 
form a set which in general is not convex. The example (2) illustrates this 
difficult case. Here the solution set extends over three of the four orthants (or 
quadrants here, since n = 2). 
The difficult general case has been studied extensively by Rohn. In a 
recent publication [lo], he summarizes his results and describes a matrix 
method of obtaining a solution. His solution method also is given in Neu- 
maier’s book [7, pp. 216-2291. 
Here we give a way of treating the general case by linear programming 
methods [2, 61, extending the method Oettli described for the case where the 
solutions set lies in a single orthant. The general method is reasonably easy to 
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program, handles any variety of the problem, and identifies singular cases. 
The execution time depends on the number of orthants intersected by the 
solution set, since each such orthant entails a separate computation. If the 
extreme case must be allowed where all or almost all orthants are intersected 
by the solution set, then n, the number of equations, must be small, sav 
II < IO. If it is known that only a handful of orthants can be intersected, rr 
can range considerably higher. 
Our linear programming method requires many simplex cycles, and to 
preserve accuracy, we maintain all computed quantities as rationals. Interval 
specifications generally do not use irrational numbers, and moreover, since 
the number of equations n is assumed not large, the computation time is not 
increased unduly by doing this. 
2. CONVERSION TO A LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
We use Oettli’s notation and suppose that an element u,~ of the interval 
matrix A has midpoint upj and half width Aaij, and similarly for an element 
bi of the interval vector B, so that for all i, j 
a. 'I = UfJ - [ Aaij, u; + Aatj], hi = [b; - Abi, b,O + Abi]. (3) 
We use A” for the matrix of midpoints and A A for the matrix of half widths, 
and similarly B0 and AB for the midpoint and half-width vectors. Oettli and 
Prager [9] showed that a necessary and sufficient condition for a real n-vector 
X to specify a solution point is 
AAIXI + AB 2 IA”X - B”I 
or, equivalently, 
-AA 1x1 - AB < ,4()X - B’ < AA IXI + AB. 
Here, as usual, a vector inequality means that all corresponding component 
inequalities hold simultaneously, and IY 1 designates a vector with each 
component equal to the absolute value of the corresponding Y component. 
To find the relations that apply in a particular orthant Q, let Do be a 
diagonal matrix with its ith diagonal element chosen to be + 1 or - 1 
according as xi is positive or negative in the orthant. Then in this orthant Q 
we have DoX = 1x1 and X = DolXl. Th e p receding vector inequality now 
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can be written as 
-AAIXI - AB < A'DolXl - B” < AAIXI + AB 
or, equivalently, as 
( A”Do - AA)IX I < B” + AB, 
(4) 
(-A”Do - AA)IX I< -B’+AB. 
To find the largest value of a component I xi 1 of I XI for all solution vectors X 
in the orthant Q, we can solve the linear programming problem with the 2n 
linear constraints represented by the two vector inequalities (41, and the 
nonnegativity constraints 
lx/J B 0, k = I,2 ,..., n, 
for the maximum of the objective function F equal to I xi I. The smallest value 
for I xi1 is obtained by solving the identical linear programming problem 
except that we find the minimum of the objective function. 
To simplify our notation we now replace I xi1 everywhere by gi. Proceed- 
ing in the usual fashion of assigning a slack variable f,, k to the k th 
component inequality obtained from (41, to convert it into an equation, we 
increase the number of variables to 3n, and the constraint equations now 
have the matrix form shown below, where I and 0 designate n-square 
identity and zero matrices, respectively: 
(5) 
The coefficient matrix is of size 2n x 3n, the vector X has 3n components, 
and the right-hand vector of constants has 2n components. In order to start 
the linear programming cycle we need a basic feasible point, that is, a division 
of the 3n variables into 2n basic and n nonbasic (zero) variables defining a 
comer point satisfying all constraints. The equations represented by the array 
(5) then are converted by allowable matrix row operations into a form 
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q==l 
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where 2. * ,. 1,’ xj,? . . . 7 xjzn are the basic variables and Ck,, fk2,. . . , -Y”k are the ,I 
nonbasic variables. The linear programming cycle to maximize or minimize 
the various objective functions now can begin. 
In the solution to the system (5) represented by the above equations, the 
nonbasic variables may be assigned any value, and then the basic variables are 
determined. The value for the variables obtained when the nonbasic variables 
are set equal to zero is the point determined by the solution representation. 
If all the constants Pi are nonnegative, the determined point is feasible, and 
the solution representation is called feasible. 
With this background we can describe the algorithm to bound the 
components of X. For each component xi of X a pair of variables, current xi 
upper bound and current xi lower bound, is maintained and repeatedly 
improved as computation proceeds investigating various orthants of our 
n-space. Assume that a starting orthant is known along with its feasible-solu- 
tion representation. (In the next section, we treat the problem of finding 
these.) 
Each orthant that is investigated requires a separate determination of the 
orthant’s largest and smallest value for each component ;I = 1 xii. A list L of 
orthants to be investigated is needed. Each list entry, besides giving the 
various xi signs defining the orthant, specifies the 2n basic variables to be 
used to form a starting feasible solution representation, and also specifies for 
which components gj the search for a minimum can be skipped, the 
minimum being known to be zero. Initially, when computation begins with 
the starting orthant, the list L is empty. Let us designate the orthant 
currently being investigated as Qc. Initially Qc is the starting orthant. 
As mentioned, for the starting orthant, an initial feasible solution repre- 
sentation is found by computation. For any other orthant investigated, a list of 
the basic variables that will generate a starting feasible solution appears on 
the list L, and this information is used to generate the solution representation 
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(6) from the constraint equations (5). The objective functions ?i, i= 
1,2,. . . ) n, are maximized, one after the other, and then these same objective 
functions are minimized, one after the other, skipping the minimization of 
designated variables if Qc is not the starting orthant. Each objective-function 
problem begins operations with the final point obtained by the preceding 
problem, except, of course, for the maximization of the first objective 
function 33i, which begins with the specified starting point. 
We consider the maximization problems first. A separate computation of 
an objective function F = ii does not have to be made whenever the variable 
x^i is a basic variable. In this case we may suppose that gi equals 2j, defined 
by row p of (6). Th en, as with an objective function, we look in this row for a 
coefficient crP, k that is negative. If none is found, we are done, and the 
maximum equal; p,. If a negative coefficient crP k is found, we search 
column k,. to find indices s for which (Y, k is positike, computing then the 
quantity &/%, k,,,’ Let s’ be the index for ‘which this quantity is least (or is 
tied for least). We manipulate the elements of (6) by row operations to make 
the basic variable fjT, nonbasic, and the nonbasic variable x”k basic. Here 
the unboundedness of the objective function gi is detected “if no positive 
elements (Y, k are found in column k ,. This indicates that the supplied 
interval mat& A is singular, and compu:ation ceases. If Si is found to be a 
nonbasic variable, say ?k4,, , then first we proceed as if column k,. had been 
determined as the column to change for an objective function, making our 
variable basic by the process just described, and then continuing as before. 
The procedur e f or finding the minimum of a variable 2i is similar if x^i is 
a basic variable, except that we look for positive coefficients or k instead of 
negative ones. And if gi is nonbasic, we are done, since the’ minimum is 
identified as zero. Whenever a zero value is obtained for a variable gi, this 
signals that the orthant QN, identical to Qc except for the opposite xi sign, 
must be investigated. The list L is searched to see if it contains Q,,. If it 
does, the minimum problem for x^i in the QN entry is set to be skipped. If it 
does not, a QN entry is added to the list with the Gi minimum problem set to 
be skipped. In this case the starting basic variables for QN are assigned the 
Qc basic variables which give the zero minimum value for x^i. (We may 
assume x”i is nonbasic, since it is made nonbasic should it happen to be basic 
and zero.> Note that Dp and, Dfl differ only in the ith diagonal element, so 
the coefficient matrix s own m 5 for QN and the corresponding matrix for 
Qc differ only in column i. For Qc we can go from the representation (5) to 
the equations (6) by the process of clearing the basic variable columns to 
columns containing a single 1. This same process will also succeed when 
applied to the representation (5) corresponding to QN, because the columns 
being cleared here are identical to those of Qe. When the process is 
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complete, the constants p, of the representation (6) for QN will match 
similar constants for Qe, and so a feasible solution representation will be 
obtained. 
After the maxima and minima of all variables x^i have been found, these 
are converted to xi values by attaching the Qc orthant signs, and used to 
update the current upper and lower bounds for the components of X. Then 
the leading L entry is removed from the list and used to define a new current 
orthant Qc, and the whole process is restarted. The examination of orthants 
continues until the list L is empty. The final values of the current upper and 
lower .T, bounds give the desired X interval bounds. 
3. FINDING THE FIRST ORTHANT AND ITS STARTING 
FEASIBLE SOLUTION REPRESENTATION 
The initial orthant is located by solving with rational arithmetic the matrix 
equation A”X, = B” for X,, and using the signs of X, to determine an 
orthant Q. If a component of X, is zero, we arbitrarily take the correspond- 
ing orthant coordinate sign to be + . The equations of the representation (5) 
for our orthant may be written out explicitly, using three n-vectors Xi, X,, 
and X, to represent the 3n variables, as 
( A”Do - AA)X, + X, = B” + AB, 
( -AODo - AA)X, + XC, = -BO + AR. 
(7) 
Then X, = 1 X,1 and X, = X, = A A 1 X,1 + A B satisfy these equations, and 
define a feasible point with all coordinates nonnegative. Since we have a 
feasible point, we know that there is a feasible solution representation, which 
can be located by well-known linear programming methods that introduce 
artificial variables [6, pp. 102-1121. An alternate method suitable for our 
particular problem is given below. 
We first obtain the representation (6) in an arbitrary fashion, by choosing 
from the array (5) the first 2n columns we find that are linearly independent, 
and using these to define the basic variables gJ,,, the remaining variables 
being then nonbasic. If all constants /!I,, are nonnegative, we accidentally have 
found a feasible solution representation. When this is not the case, then the 
following cyclic process gradually changes the assignment of basic and 
nonbasic variables until a feasible solution representation is located. 
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Let the known feasible point P (O), the solution of the system (7), be 
designated in terms of current basic and nonbasic variables as 
gj, = yy, p = l,..., 2n; 3cIk 4 =a?‘, q = l)...) 12. 
Possibly a few of the coordinates z:’ are zero. Let m be the number of such 
coordinates, and renumber if necessary the nonbasic variables, so that the 
zero coordinates are a?‘, z$“, . . . , z(O) We also have the nonfeasible point m .
S(O) with coordinates 
G. 
Jp = P,> p = 1,. . .,2n; 2,<, = 0, q = 1,. . . , n. 
On the straight line segment from P(O) toward S(O), let P(l) be the last 
feasible point. Such a point is easily located as the first point at which a basic 
variable becomes zero enroute to a negative value. To define the line 
segment, we set x^, = tzy’, q = 1,. . . , 
and falling to 0. A basic variable gj 
n, with the parameter t starting at 1 
then varies linearly as y(‘)t + (1 - t)&,. 
The point P(l) is determined by taking t = maxp ( - /3,)/c $” - P,), where 
only those indices p for which P, < 0 are considered. This process locates a 
changing basic variable ?jp, that is zero at P(l), and in row p’ of the 
representation (6) there must be an entry cxp, k with q ’ > m. We make gjp, 
nonbasic and G k,,, basic in the usual way, multi&ing row p by a constant to 
convert opt k to a 1, and then clearing column k,,. Then we renumber the 
nonbasic vahlbles so that our new nonbasic variable becomes gk,+ ,. With the 
new set of basic and nonbasic variables we again check whether we have a 
basic feasible point. If not, we repeat the operation just described, this time 
using the feasible point P(l), at which m, the number of zero nonbasic 
variables, is one more than before. Since each cycle increases m, eventually 
we must obtain a feasible solution representation, since this is sure to occur 
when m reaches the value n. 
4. PROGRAM ACCESS 
A C + + version of our program is included among the demonstration 
programs for range arithmetic [l], and can be obtained by anonymous ftp. 
The electronic address mentioned in Reference [l] has changed and is now 
ftp.math.tamu.edu. 
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The following Unix commands, issued at a Unix terminal wired for electronic 
communication, will obtain the module in compressed form as the file 
range. tar. Z: 
ftp ftp.math.tamu.edu 




bye (Terminates f tp) 
Next give the following commands to extract the files into a subdirectory 
named range: 
uncompress range.tar 
tar xf range.tar 
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